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Support for Implementing “Complete Streets” on Pasadena Roads 

 
Bicycle Advocates for Annapolis & Anne Arundel County (BikeAAA) is an all-volunteer 501c3 promoting safe 
bicycling for transportation, recreation & fitness throughout Anne Arundel County.   We originated as a project 
of the Leadership Anne Arundel Flagship program and now represent hundreds of cyclists.  We support the 
commitment to Complete Streets by the state of Maryland and more recently by the Anne Arundel County 
Council and County Executive.  Complete Streets assures that investment in new roads and 
maintenance/renovation of existing roads will address the needs of multiple transportation modes including 
cars, trucks, bicycles and pedestrians.  This nationally recognized strategy provides more safe transportation 
options at little incremental cost.  Safe bicycle and pedestrian routes to work, school, shopping and other 
destinations reduces traffic, protects the environment, stimulates the local economy and addresses Anne 
Arundel’s #1 health issue – obesity.  It prepares Anne Arundel County for the transportation demands of the 
current and next generation. 
 
We are aware of and support the renewed push to study and execute improvements on Pasadena’s most 
congested roads, Mountain Road and Fort Smallwood Road.  We fully agree with Senator Bryan Simonaire 
who said “The safety concerns should elevate this to a higher priority.” 
 
One of BikeAAA’s members, Gina Cicotello, lives in Pasadena and sees people walking and biking daily.  
Residents take for granted that they should be able to get around town and do their errands without driving, 
and disregard how dangerous it can be.  Too often the results are disastrous; pedestrian hit-and-run deaths 
are still unsolved, and accidents on Mountain Road occur at a rate 4 times the state average.  Mountain Road 
and Fort Smallwood Road have a reputation for being scary places to walk or ride, but clearly it doesn’t stop 
people from trying. 
 
At the same time, drivers are frustrated to the point they have adopted illegal behaviors (e.g. passing a left-
turning car by driving on the shoulder), which are SO widely accepted that they’ve become standard driving 
habits in this area.  The descent into lawlessness is a major safety concern.  Pedestrians and cyclists who use 
the shoulder where no sidewalks exist can find themselves in confrontation with fast-moving vehicles and 
impatient drivers. 
 
Providing safer routes would encourage bicycling to numerous employment, education, shopping and 
recreation destinations in Pasadena.  For some Anne Arundel residents, a bicycle is the only economic means 
of transportation and for others it is preferred for health, environmental and enjoyment reasons.  The same is 
true for walking.  Encouraging alternate modes of transportation takes vehicles off the road and eases 
congestion, and boosts business at storefronts that are friendly to bikes and pedestrians as well as cars. 
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BikeAAA believes that the status quo in Pasadena just doesn't work anymore, for anyone.  We are encouraged 
that local officials are urging the SHA for more study.  We also understand the well-documented challenges 
that Pasadena’s roads were never designed for the population density they now have to support.  Often the 
right-of-way is too limited to allow for expansion, so it’s easy to assume a zero-sum game in which solutions 
are not forthcoming. 
 
However, creating safe public spaces needs to hold the same priority as moving traffic.  Even dense urban 
cities like New York have built infrastructures that support all modes of transportation.  We think Pasadena 
can do the same by thinking creatively and committing to the safety principles that Complete Streets was 
enacted to support.  We urge the Maryland SHA to study designs outside the old, traditional methods, and to 
consider pilot programs using inexpensive, nonpermanent materials to test those designs in the local 
community.  Gather data and anecdotal evidence of how well they work, and have confidence they will 
succeed before investing in large capital projects. 
 
Janette Sadik-Khan, former Commissioner of the New York City Department of Transportation, has a mantra: 
Do bold experiments that are cheap to try out.  We recommend watching this TED talk to illustrate how New 
York accomplished their aggressive goals: 

http://www.ted.com/talks/janette_sadik_khan_new_york_s_streets_not_so_mean_any_more  
 
"Studies have shown that redesigning roadways with lower traffic volumes to add space for bicycle riders and 
pedestrians reduce traffic crashes by an average of 29 percent; when similar efforts are employed on rural 
highways that pass through small towns, crashes have been reduced by nearly 50 percent" says this article 
about a new Federal safety initiative.  BikeAAA hopes to see the start of these improvements in Pasadena. 
http://www.forbes.com/sites/tanyamohn/2014/09/30/new-safety-initiative-to-reverse-recent-rise-in-
pedestrian-and-bicycle-deaths/ 
 
The state of Maryland was recently ranked #7 in the nation for bicycle-friendliness and the commitment of 
MDOT to Complete Streets is an important component.  BikeAAA stands ready to support this and future 
projects that make Anne Arundel County a more livable, healthy, and economically attractive place to live, 
work and play. 
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The map below highlights in blue some of the most highly traveled routes in Pasadena, some of which have 
very poor infrastructure and dangerous conditions for bicyclists and pedestrians. 
 

 Mountain Road, from Marley Station Mall all the way to Downs Park 

 Fort Smallwood Road, from Marley Neck Road to Bayside Beach Road 

 Magothy Bridge and Hog Neck roads, from Earleigh Heights Ranger Station to Fort Smallwood Road 
 
The green lines are Google’s recommended bike routes, which show only the B&A Trail and do not connect 
the major business areas and neighborhoods of Pasadena. 
 
NOTE: It is critical to have safe routes from the B&A Trail into Pasadena, which would provide valuable missing 
connectors from the county’s well-traveled bike trail to Pasadena’s businesses and amenities. The most 
obvious places to examine safe connectors would be Marley Station Mall and Earleigh Heights Ranger Station, 
as marked on the map with bicycle icons. 
 
 

 
 
 
Bike Friendly Pasadena (Google Maps) 
See https://www.google.com/maps/d/edit?mid=zZD5lEDZKxQ0.kgP6rApy3INM 
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